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THERIGHTPARTS
Whirlpool Corp. faced this dilemma early in 2001, when an internal task force evaluated the appliance giant’s
worldwide service parts operations and its existing network of parts facilities. At the time, the Whirlpool service parts
operations consisted of a national distribution center in La Porte, Ind., augmented by four packaging and kitting
facilities – a fragmented network rife with operational and economic inefficiencies. Whirlpool ultimately chose
to discard the multiple-facility approach and instead outsource its service parts operation to Ryder, a decision
that provided immediate benefits to Whirlpool’s bottom line and continues to be a source of improvements in
cost control and customer service.
Relinquishing direct control of the service parts operation was a difficult decision for Whirlpool, but it was
the right decision, says Jim Packer, Whirlpool’s national director of parts operations. “Our focus at Whirlpool is

At A Gl ance
all about customer loyalty,” he explains. “If you really drill down to what Whirlpool wants to do, you’ll find that
our ultimate goal is to create loyal customers who continue to buy our brands over the course of their lifetime.”

Ch all enge
There are many factors that impact customer loyalty, he says, “but we know through our market research
that one of the key factors is service.” A positive service experience can make a customer more loyal to the brand,
while a negative experience can turn them away forever, he adds. Accordingly, the goal of Whirlpool’s service
parts business is to make sure that the company’s global cus-

Whirlpool sought a
qualified service partner
to assume control of a
costly and inefficient

tomers have a good service experience, and that experience

service parts operation.

often depends on whether the part is readily available. Repeat
visits by a repairman or delays in getting the appliance up and

Solu tion

running are situations that simply must be avoided.
Consolidating operations
into one new distribution

AT THE RIGHTTIME

center and outsourcing
the function produced
cost efficiencies and higher
levels of customer service.

Benefits
Inventory accuracy rose

His t ory shows th at ou tsourcing t o third-p a r t y l o g i s t i c s p r o v id e r s c a n b e
while carrying costs
dropped; shipment accuracy

a r e l ati v e ly painl e s s ta sk f or mo s t corpor ations. The real dilemm a arises
and order cycle time

when the ou tsourced func tion falls ou tside the corpor ation’s core compe-

improved; continuous
improvement efforts trim

t encie s bu t is o therwise critical t o the success of the corpor ation and its

costs from the operation
while increasing efficiency.

marke t differentiation str ategy.
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them the task of evaluating the packaging operations. Months
later, the team then shifted its focus to the distribution side of
the business. Issues of cost, customer service and working
capital were explored, followed by an internal strategic
decision about Whirlpool’s core competencies.
In the end, the logical option was to consolidate the
various service parts facilities into a new distribution
center and outsource the entire operation to a 3PL that
specialized in warehousing and distribution and had
improvements – specific projects – to take costs out of the

the track record to assume control of an operation like

operation, and they’ve been doing a very good job for us.

Whirlpool’s, says Packer. The announcement was made
[Bel o w]

“We bring a cost-efficient methodology and a dedication
to continuous improvement for Whirlpool,” says Mark
Aleski, Ryder’s director of consumer logistics. “Over the last

Whirlpool operated the national distribution center and one of

to Whirlpool employees in January, 2001, while planning

Whirlpool

the packaging facilities, while contractors ran the other three.

and construction of a new distribution center began in

N ation al

earnest at a selected site in Plainfield, just a few miles from

Direc t or of

“The entire service parts operation was highly

Par ts Oper ation

Ryder’s Eric

This puts considerable pressure on the service parts

three years, Ryder has reduced the annual operating budget

fragmented,” explains Packer. “Vendors would either ship

by an average of 7% each year. The cost reductions are a

parts directly to our packaging facilities or ship directly to

the airport in Indianapolis.

Schelm (a bo v e)

function. “It’s absolutely critical – not only in the U.S. but

result of our continuous improvement program as well as

La Porte, where we would cross-dock the freight and ship

ners were invited in for an initial presentation by

relie s upon

worldwide – to make sure that we have the right part at the

strategic capital expenditures by Whirlpool targeted to drive

it back out to the packaging facilities.” The facilities would

Whirlpool executives.

Warehouse m an-

right place at the right time and in the right condition to

lower costs and higher service levels.”

then do the packaging and kitting and return the parts to

agement soft ware

ensure a positive service experience. And that’s why giving

The k ey dri v er
fueling ch ange

Enh anced

t o gener at e con-

Jim Pa ck er .

According to Packer, three potential service part-

For example, Ryder performed an inventory profile

the national distribution center for outbound shipment

At the time, Ryder was deeply involved in the trans-

wa s impro ving
cus t omer ser vice

portation end of Whirlpool’s business, performing all of

l e v els t o ensure
repeat purch a se s

up direct control was a difficult decision,” says Packer.

throughout the distribution center that identified the ultimate

to the customer base. “As a result, we had freight running

Whirlpool’s inbound transportation, moving product from

men t and reduce

“However, through our partnership with Ryder, we are now

storage location for each individual part in order to improve

every which way every day,” he says. “In addition to the

vendors to manufacturing plants or from manufacturing

loyalt y th at

o v er all oper ating

operating at our highest service level ever. We’ve improved

the efficiency of order picking. They also introduced

high freight and handling costs, we had duplicate inventory

plants to Whirlpool’s parts distribution centers. Impressed with

l a s ts a lif e time .

cos ts.

our overall cost structure by consolidating multiple service

improved work flow processes that led to more efficient

in our packaging facilities.” In short, it was a high-cost,

parts facilities into one new 804,000-square-foot distribution

use of labor. In addition, a collaborative effort resulted in a

less effective approach that contributed to longer order

and customer

tinuous impro v e-

cycle times for Whirlpool.
The primary driver for change was the mounting costs
“ We expect Ryder to deliver substantial cost savings year over year on an
ongoing basis. In order to do that, they need to identify productivit y
improvements – specific projects – to take costs out of the operation, and
they’ve been doing a prett y good job for us.”

in handling, inventory control and transportation. Running
a close second was the opportunity to boost customer service
levels. “We knew we could lower the expenses of freight,
handling and inventory – if we brought everything under one

Jim Packer
National Director of Parts Operations, Whirlpool

roof, and we were pretty certain that combining functions
into one facility would improve our cycle time.” Packer says.
“We also had to struggle with deciding whether the

center in Plainfield, Ind., which also enabled us to

series of enhancements to the Plainfield facility’s warehouse

service parts operation was one of our core competencies,”

dramatically reduce inventory carrying costs. Our order

management system (WMS) software that enabled Ryder

he adds. “Whirlpool is the world’s largest manufacturer

cycle time has improved, and our customers are getting

to streamline the operation. “There’s no doubt that our

and marketer of appliances, but we’re not necessarily

their parts more quickly.”

continuous improvement processes have helped reduce the

experts in parts warehousing and distribution.”

annual operating costs of the business in Plainfield,” adds

Accordingly, there was a natural reluctance among the

productivity at the distribution center, which is critical

Aleski, “and we take the responsibility of continuous

corporation’s financial managers to heavily invest in

in order for the service parts operation to meet Whirlpool’s

improvement very seriously.”

service parts warehousing and distribution.

Fragmented Network Had To Go

Internal Study Supported Change

Ryder also has been instrumental in boosting

corporation-wide “Net 5” program. Net 5 requires that each
division of the corporation generate a net 5% in cost savings

For years Whirlpool’s service parts managers had relied

In the latter half of 2000, Whirlpool formed a small,

cost savings year over year on an ongoing basis,” explains

on the La Porte facility and its network of packaging facilities

cross-functional team with representatives from logistics,

Packer. “In order to do that, they identify productivity

to funnel service parts throughout the service network.

service parts, finance, and information systems, and assigned

year-over-year. “We expect Ryder to deliver substantial
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Ryder’s performance and encouraged by Ryder’s successes in

ongoing experience managing the appliance service parts for

warehousing and distribution, Whirlpool included Ryder in

other manufacturers. “Together, these strengths gave us the

that initial presentation on the service parts operation.

confidence we needed to hand off a critical element of our

“We didn’t really issue a formal RFP; we just brought

operation to a third party,” he says.
In July 2001, packaging and kitting operations began

the three providers into a room and explained the business

Team w ork

environment and what we were thinking of doing, and asked

at the new distribution center, and order fulfillment followed

for suggestions and proposals,” says Packer.

in March 2002. Now, Ryder provides order fulfillment and

Whirlpool’s managers scrutinized the proposals as

pay s off with

worldwide distribution of Whirlpool’s service parts across

well as the presenters. “We looked at the size of the company,

six continents to hundreds of customers that include, in

a sor tation,
sl o tting and

the quality and quantity of resources they had available to

addition to end-consumers, multiple locations within the

r a cking s y s t em

support this project, their experience in warehousing and

Sears service network, authorized repair centers, and

th at creat e s

distribution, and their experience in the appliance service

independent parts distributors that receive and warehouse

parts distribution business,” says Packer.

those parts and then ship them out to a network of service

oper ation al
efficiency
and empl oyee
s atisfa c tion.

Whirlpool relied on a matrix of more than 20

companies and technicians.
Whirlpool collaborated with Ryder on design and

variables to weigh the comparative strengths of the

configuration of the facility, says Eric Schelm, Ryder’s on-site

proposals it received.

“It’s absolutely critical – not only in the U.S. but worldwide – to make sure
that we have the right part at the right place at the right time and in the
right condition to enable positive service experiences. And that’s why giving
up direct control was a difficult decision.”
Jim Packer
National Director of Parts Operations, Whirlpool

performing put-away to the assigned storage locations.
Ryder also performs high-volume packaging and
kitting within the distribution center, breaking down bulk

Strength and Experience Were Key
According to Packer, Whirlpool selected Ryder for a
number of reasons. The company has an excellent reputation
for reliability, is financially strong and has access to a diverse
pool of talent. Another key plus, says Packer, was Ryder’s

inventory accuracy; service performance/fill rates; order
cycle time; and budget performance.
Together, these elements represent an accurate and

manager at the Plainfield facility. Ryder relied on engineering

shipments, such as large cartons containing 500 water

timely profile of Ryder’s activity at the Plainfield distribu-

design experts from its supply chain services group to create

pumps, into single-item boxes and poly bags. They also

tion center, and monitoring these factors is a regular part

solutions for this state-of-the-art facility.

assemble into blister-pack “kits” a specified number of

of Schelm’s daily routine. Should issues arise that need to

parts, components and accessories, such as a water pump,

be addressed immediately, Whirlpool’s on-site presence

two washers, two screws and an installation brochure.

includes Barry Parker, operations manager, along with an

As a 24-hour, five-day-a-week facility, the building
includes workstations for kitting and other packaging activities,
a three-story “pick-to-light” storage tower for high-velocity

Customer orders are received by Whirlpool and

items, rack storage locations for bulk as well as individual

captured by the WMS, which performs the order entry

items, receiving docks, and staging areas for outbound

function and feeds a nightly file to Ryder containing the

shipments. The rack storage area has a very narrow aisle

orders to be processed and shipped the next day.

(VNA) configuration equipped for wire-guided vehicles.

Employees pick the orders and place the required

industrial engineer, a packaging engineer, a transportation
analyst and a quality expert for parts.

In t egr ating

KPI performance is among the topics discussed

peopl e , proce ss

at monthly meetings between Packer, Aleski, Schelm

and t echnol ogy
en a bl ed Whirlpool

and others associated with the service parts operation.

t o tr a ck

A high volume stream of conveyor belts wrap through the

items into totes, which are bar-coded with the order

They also review specific performance issues and cus-

perf orm ance on

storage aisles, connecting them with the sortation system.

identification data and move along the conveyor system.

tomer service matters.

a timely and

The totes are then routed to the sortation system, which

WMS Guides DC Activity
Here’s how it works. Bulk shipments of parts and
components arrive at the distribution center primarily

reads the bar codes and matches up totes with orders.

levels and reducing inventory and taking other costs out

Orders are packaged, labeled and staged at assigned

of the business, but we all think there’s room for signifi-

locations for outbound transportation.

cantly greater gains as Ryder proceeds with its continuous
improvement efforts,” says Packer. “Working together,

from offshore suppliers as well as from vendors in
Mexico and the United States. These items are received
by Whirlpool’s WMS as workers scan the bar codes on

“We’ve made strong progress by improving service

Ryder Relies on KPI To Maintain Efficiency
Whirlpool and Ryder rely on five key performance

I’m confident we can get leaner, operate more efficiently,
and in doing so, bump our service up to a higher level.

inbound freight. The WMS accepts the freight and

indicators (KPI) to monitor progress within the service

We know Ryder shares our goal, and that gives us great

directs employees

parts operation: They measure shipment accuracy;

confidence as we look to the future.”

a ccur at e ba sis.
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Mexico and the United States. These items are received
by Whirlpool’s WMS as workers scan the bar codes on

“We’ve made strong progress by improving service

Ryder Relies on KPI To Maintain Efficiency
Whirlpool and Ryder rely on five key performance

I’m confident we can get leaner, operate more efficiently,
and in doing so, bump our service up to a higher level.

inbound freight. The WMS accepts the freight and

indicators (KPI) to monitor progress within the service

We know Ryder shares our goal, and that gives us great

directs employees

parts operation: They measure shipment accuracy;

confidence as we look to the future.”

a ccur at e ba sis.
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Ryder provides a complete array of leading-edge logistics,
supply chain and transportation management solutions worldwide.
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Transportation and supply chain
solutions for the bottom line

Lead Logistics Management
Inbound Manufacturing Product Flow
Network Design
Professional Services
Integrated Logistics
Warehouse Solutions
Warehouse Facilities Management
Cross-docking
Vendor-Managed Inventory

Whirlpool

Multi-Client/Shared Facilities
Facility Network Design and Planning
Facility Design
Professional Services
Transportation Solutions

Outsourcing its national
service parts operation
provides immediate benefits

Dedicated Contract Carriage
Carrier Procurement
Shipment Planning and Execution
Freight Bill Audit and Pay
Mode Optimization
Freight Brokerage
Transportation Management System (TMS)
Global Trade
Fleet Management Solutions
Vehicle Sales
Commercial Truck Rental
Full Service Leasing
Programmed Maintenance
Lease Financing
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